
Compound Concrete Umbrella Stand-Assembly Instructions

15KG ROUND PARASOL BASE - Assembly Instructions
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Step 1: Fasten the plastic nut (C) clockwise to

the connected bolt (B) ,let the bolt stick

out 15~20mm.

Step 2: Place the iron mat (I) to the connected

bolt (B) ,then also place the supports

decorated ring (D) to the connected bolt (B) .

Step 3: Attach the stand support (E) to

the top of the bolt (B) ,make sure

it secures the bolt.

Step 4: Fasten the locking bolt (G) to

the small nut (F) ,then take the 

whole umbrella stand out.

Step 5: There are three support upper

casings (H) on the top of the stand support,

select them according to your need.

To prevent the support from eroding,

don't use acids to clean it.

Step 1: Fasten the plastic nut (C) clockwise to

the connected bolt (B), let the bolt stick

out 15~20mm.

Step 2: Place the iron mat (I) to the connected

bolt (B), then also place the supports

decorated ring (D) to the connected bolt (B).

Step 3: Attach the stand support (E) to

the top of the bolt (B), make sure

it secures the bolt.

Step 4: Fasten the locking bolt (G) to

the small nut (F), then take the 

whole parasol base out.

Step 5: There are three support upper

casings (H) on the top of the stand support,

select them according to your need.

Note :   To prevent the support from eroding,

             don't use acids to clean it.
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INSTRUCTION MANUAL
Important! Please read these instructions before using the product. Retain instructions for future use.

HHGL Limited, MK9 1BA; HHGL (ROI) Limited,D02 X576
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